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Abstract. One of the problems central to data consistency is data repairing. Given a database D violating a set Σ of data dependencies as
data quality rules, it aims to modify D for a new relation D′ satisfying Σ.
When D is a centralized database, a host of methods have been provided
to address this problem. In practice, a database may be fragmented and
distributed to multiple sites, which is advocated by distributed systems
for better scalability and is readily supported by commercial systems. This paper makes a ﬁrst eﬀort to develop techniques for repairing
functional dependency violations in a horizontally partitioned database.
(1) Based on a message-passing distributed computing model and two
complexity measures (parallel time and data shipment) for distributed
algorithms, we study data repairing with equivalence classes in the distributed setting. We show that it is NP-complete to build equivalence
classes when the data is horizontally partitioned, and when we aim to
minimize either data shipment or parallel computation time. (2) Despite the intractability, we propose eﬃcient distributed algorithms and
optimization techniques for data repairing based on equivalence classes. (3) We experimentally verify the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of our
algorithms, using both real-life and synthetic data.

1

Introduction

Functional dependencies (FDs) are constraints that data values in a relation
are required to satisfy. In practice, however, we often encounter relations that
violate a predeﬁned set of FDs and hence are inconsistent. Among techniques
for resolving FD violations, optimal repair computation is well studied. It aims
to repair an inconsistent relation by minimally modifying it w.r.t. some cost
measure, so as to get a new relation satisfying constraints (a.k.a. a repair of the
inconsistent relation) . Despite the intractability of optimal repair computation
for FD violations, several heuristic or approximation algorithms [2–5, 15] are
presented to repair a centralized database.
In this paper, we contend that it is necessary to develop algorithms for repairing distributed data. (1) In practice, a relation is often fragmented and distributed across diﬀerent machines, e.g., horizontal or vertical partition supported by
⋆
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commercial systems. With this comes the need for repairing distributed data.
(2) Existing algorithms for optimal repair computation are typically quadratic,
or even cubic in the data size, and are hence too costly on real-life large data set.
Several optimizations are then provided to improve the scalability, while these
techniques necessarily have a negative impact on the repair quality. To overcome
the limitation of scalability, another way is to partition and distribute the large
data to multiple machines, so as to leverage more resources, as advocated by
distributed systems. Distributed repairing problem necessarily introduces new
challenges that we do not encounter in the centralized setting, and makes our
lives much harder. To our best knowledge, no such algorithms are in place yet.
Example 1: Fig. 1 gives an EMP relation D (Fig. 1(a)); each tuple speciﬁes an
employee’s name, job (title, level, salary) and contact info (phn, street, city, zip).
The following functional dependencies (FDs) are deﬁned on this relation:
φ1 : title, level → salary
φ2 : phn → street, zip
φ3 : zip → city
It is easy to see that D is inconsistent, since it violates given FDs. When D is
a centralized relation, we can employ existing repairing techniques to repair D.
We give one possible repair D′ (Fig. 1(b)), by modifying some attribute values.
Now suppose D is horizontally fragmented into three fragments (Fig. 1(c)),
and each fragment Di resides at site Si . Then to repair FD violations, data shipments between diﬀerent sites are generally required. We present some shipping
schedules for illustration. (1) The baseline approach is to collect all tuples at a
single site and employ a centralized data repairing algorithm. Even this simple
idea has some variants. For example, Collecting all tuples at site S1 is better than
collecting all tuples at S2 , in terms of communication cost. (2) By analyzing the
FD set, we see that data modiﬁcations on an employee’s job are independent
of those on his contact info. In light of this, we can ship employees’ title, level
and salary attributes to one site and ship phn, street, city and zip attributes to
another site. Then, computations at these two sites can be done simultaneously,
and hence enjoy parallelism for better parallel computation time. (3) If we decide not to ship data from/to site S3 , we may introduce distinct new values to
attribute level, phn and zip of tuple t4 and t5 . As will be seen in Sec. 3, this guarantees no FD violation. This approach favors communication cost and parallel
computation time, however, possibly at the cost of poor repair quality.
Putting these together, we know that strategies of data shipment have a
great impact on the communication cost, eﬀectiveness of parallel computation,
and even the repair quality as well.

Contributions. We make a ﬁrst eﬀort to investigate the problem of repairing
functional dependency violations in horizontally partitioned data.
(1) Based on a message-passing distributed computing model and two complexity measures: parallel time and data shipment, for the analyses of distributed
algorithms (Section 3), we study the distributed version of equivalence class
technique, to develop distributed repairing algorithms with good repair quality
(Section 4). We show that it is NP-complete to build equivalence classes when
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Fig. 1. A relation D, one possible repair D′ and D’s horizontal partitions.

the data is horizontally partitioned, and when the complexity is measured by
either data shipment or parallel computation time.
(2) Despite the intractability, we present eﬃcient distributed algorithms and
optimization techniques for data repairing based on equivalence classes (Section 5). Our work is built upon an implementation of equivalence classes that
are distributed to multiple sites.
(3) Using both real-life and synthetic data, we conduct an extensive experimental
study to verify the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of our algorithms (Section 6).
Related work. In the ﬁeld of data consistency management, repair computation [2–6, 8, 9, 13, 15, 18–20] is the most well studied. There are diﬀerent versions
of this problem, by considering various settings of constraint, repair primitive
and cost model, among other things. To our best knowledge, former works deal
with a centralized data set. This paper presents distributed algorithms for repairing FD violations in distributed data. It is easy to see that the centralized
setting is a special case of the distributed one when only one site is available.
In addition, diﬀerent complexity measures, e.g., data shipment or parallel time,
are employed to evaluate the performance of distributed algorithms and guide
the design of such algorithms. In light of this, the framework and techniques for
distributed repair computation are necessarily much more intricate.

[12] studies the problem of conditional FD violation detection in fragmented
and distributed relations, and [14] further provides algorithms for incrementally
detecting violations of conditional FDs in fragmented data. Note that violation
detection is to identify tuples violating FDs, while repairing aims at resolving
violations to obtain a consistent data set, and is hence more complicated. Indeed, repairing one FD can break another, and simple heuristics could even fail
to terminate in the presence of interrelated FDs. In contrast, violation detection
can deal with FDs one by one and in any order. When it comes to distributed
computation, data repairing requires to balance the repair quality and the eﬃciency of parallel computation, since there are possibly exponential number of
repairs. In contrast, FD validation has a deterministic result.
One solution for our problem is to employ existing frameworks, e.g., MapReduce [10], and delegate most work to the system. However, a good solution for
distributed data repairing must exploit the nature of data repairing itself; existing systems fall short of these abilities. For example, recursive computation
is typically required in data repairing due to complicate interactions between
FDs, while MapReduce is generally not ﬁt for this setting, which needs a series
of chained MapReduce invocations.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we review some basic notations.
Data repair for a relation. We consider an instance D of relation schema
R(A1 , . . . , Am ). t[A] denotes the projection of tuple t onto attribute A, referred
to as a cell. We assume each tuple t is associated with a distinct identiﬁer (id)
t.id, which is not subject to updates.
We consider functional dependency (FD) of the form X → A, where X ⊆
A1 , . . . , Am . Any F D can be converted to this form by splitting right hand side
(RHS) attributes. For a given FD φ = X → A and an instance D, D satisﬁes φ,
denoted D |= φ, when there does not exist two tuples t1 , t2 in D such that t1 [B]
= t2 [B] for all B ∈ X and t1 [A] ̸= t2 [A]. D satisﬁes a set Σ of FDs, denoted
D |= Σ, when D |= φ for ∀φ ∈ Σ.
When there exist FD violations in D w.r.t. Σ, we say D′ is a repair of D,
if (1) D′ is an instance of R, having the same tuple ids as D; and (2) D′ |= Σ.
Note that in this deﬁnition of repair, cell modiﬁcation is used as the only repair
operation, similar to [3, 5, 15]. There are generally a large or even inﬁnite number
of repairs. To this end, optimal repair computation aims to ﬁnd one single repair
that minimizes some cost measure among all repairs. Recall that optimal repair
computation with cell modiﬁcations is proved to be NP-complete, even when the
cost of a repair is computed as the number of modiﬁed cells [15].
Example 2: Recall repair D′ presented in Fig. 1. When the number of modiﬁed
cells is taken as the repair cost, D′ has a cost of 2.

For space limitation, in this paper we consider relation D that is horizontally
partitioned (fragmented) and distributed to multiple sites.

Horizontal partition [1, 17]. Relation D may be partitioned into a disjoint
set of fragments D1 , .∪. . , Dn that share the same schema R as D. Speciﬁcally,
Di = σFi (D), D = i∈[1,n] Di : (1) Fi is a predicate such that the selection
σFi (D) identiﬁes fragment Di ; and (2) D can be reconstructed by the union of
these fragments. W. l. o. g., we assume fragment Di is placed at site Si , i.e.,
one fragment at each site. We also extend tuple ids by adding site number as a
preﬁx; therefore, the site at which a tuple resides can be identiﬁed by its id.
Repairing FD violations in a horizontally
fragmented relation. Given a
∪
horizontally fragmented relation D = i∈[1,n] Di of schema R and an FD set Σ,
the
of repairing D w.r.t. Σ is to ﬁnd another fragmented relation D′ =
∪ problem
′
′
i∈[1,n] Di of R, such that (1) Di has the same tuple ids as Di , possibly with
modiﬁed cell values; and (2) D′ |= Σ.

3

Analyses of distributed data repairing

In this section, we ﬁrst present a message-passing computational model and
two complexity measures for distributed algorithms, and then investigate the
complexities of distributed data repairing based on the given model.
Model of distributed computation. We consider a pure message passing
model, which is ﬂexible enough to express a large class of distributed algorithms [16], and is ﬁt for the problem of distributed data repairing. There are several
identical sites that can directly send arbitrary number of messages to each other, and those sites work together by message-passing and local computations.
Speciﬁcally, messages sent from a site Si to another site Sj only consist of the
local data available at Si . Local computations executed on Si utilize only data
at Si , i.e., local data and messages received at Si .
Complexity measures for distributed algorithms. We use two measures to
evaluate distributed algorithms: (a) parallel computation time, the time measuring the completion time at diﬀerent sites in parallel, and (b) total data shipment,
the size of total messages among sites during the computation.
It is worth mentioning that repair quality is not considered in the complexity
measures for distributed algorithms, while any meaningful distributed repairing
algorithms should produce a repair with good quality. Indeed, if only the eﬃciency of distributed computation is concerned, we next present a simple distributed
repairing algorithm, referred to as NaiveLocal. NaiveLocal is optimal in data shipment and when the relation is evenly fragmented and distributed to all sites, it is
also optimal in parallel computation time. NaiveLocal resolves all FD violations
locally, based on an adaption of the notion of core implicant [15]. Speciﬁcally, in
parallel at site Si , NaiveLocal ﬁrst computes a set Z of attributes that intersects
with at least one left hand side (LHS) attribute of each FD φ ∈ Σ, and then
introduces a distinct new value to each attribute in Z for each tuple t in Di .
Here “distinct new value” implies a value not used in that attribute in D.
Example 3: {level, phn, zip } is a set of attributes that intersects with at least
one left hand side attribute of each FD given in Example 1. Then, a repair is
obtained by introducing new values to these attributes of all tuples.


Fig. 2. Example equivalence class

To avoid values used in other fragments, we generally have to introduce meaningless values in NaiveLocal, just as placeholders. Therefore, the repair produced
by NaiveLocal is of low quality and is not acceptable in practice. We stress that
an eﬀective distributed repairing algorithm should be developed based on some
repairing technique with good repair quality. As will be seen shortly, this makes
the optimization of distributed algorithms much harder.

4

Distributed equivalence classes

Since it is beyond reach to ﬁnd the optimal repair, there is no available “best”
repairing technique that we can follow in the distributed setting. In this section,
we ﬁrst review the notion of equivalence class, which is an eﬀective heuristic
repairing technique, and then discuss the complexities of its distributed version.
Equivalence class. Equivalence class (EC) is a technique used in data repairing [2, 3, 5, 9, 14], for keeping track of cells having a same value in the generated
repair. We use the following notations: (1) an EC eA on attribute A is a set of
cells of the form ti [A]; (2) any cell c belongs to exactly one EC at any time,
denoted by ec(c); and (3) ξ denotes the set of all equivalence classes (ECs).
Given a relation D and a set Σ of FDs as input, ECs are built as follows.
(1) Initialization. Each cell c is in EC {c}, i.e., a singleton set containing itself.
(2) Merge equivalence classes: merging two ECs in ξ means replacing them by a
new EC that is equal to their union. Two distinct ECs eC , e′C are merged when
(i) there exist ti [C] ∈ eC , tj [C] ∈ e′C , such that ti [C] = tj [C], or (ii) there exists
X → C ∈ Σ, ti [C] ∈ eC , tj [C] ∈ e′C such that ∀D ∈ X, ec(ti [D]) = ec(tj [D]).
Note that merging ECs needs recursive computations and terminates when no
change to ξ is possible. Also note that building ECs reaches a deterministic result,
i.e., a unique ﬁxpoint, in ﬁnite steps.
(3) Assign a target value to each EC. We get a repair of D by providing all cells
in EC eA with a same value, referred to as the target value of eA . This value is
typically set to minimize the total cost of value modiﬁcations from cell values in
eA to the target value.
Example 4: In Fig. 2(a), we show in dashed boxes ECs of D that have multiple
cells. We get a repair by ensuring all cells in the same EC have a same value.
Consider the EC that t1 [city], t2 [city], t3 [city] belongs to; choosing “SH” as the
target value of this EC incurs one cell modiﬁcation.


Remark. As stated in former works, EC technique delays the choice of target
value as late as possible, to avoid poor local decisions. Also, EC avoids introducing values that are not meaningful, in contrast to NaiveLocal.
Equivalence classes on a fragmented relation. This paper considers a relation that is fragmented and distributed to multiple sites. Then to repair FD
violations using EC, we need to develop distributed algorithms that can build
ECs upon a fragmented relation. We ﬁnd the improvement in repair quality introduced by EC comes at a cost: it is intractable to build ECs on horizontally
partitioned data, for the optimization of distributed algorithms.
Theorem 1: On a horizontally partitioned relation, it is NP-complete to build
ECs with either minimum data shipment or minimum parallel time.

One may want to minimize data shipment and parallel computation time
at the same time. However, these two measures may be controversial with each
other, even in FD violation detection [12]. Since parallel time is typically the
dominating factor of algorithm design, in the rest of paper, we present algorithms
to optimize parallel time. Note that data shipment time is part of the parallel
time, and hence is considered in our algorithms as well.

5

Distributed data repairing based on equivalence class

We present algorithms for repairing FD violations in horizontally partitioned data, based on equivalence class (EC). In light of the intractability, our algorithms
are heuristic. We ﬁrst provide an eﬃcient implementation of EC to facilitate
the design of distributed algorithms, and then give repairing algorithms and
optimization techniques that distribute ECs to multiple sites for parallelism.
5.1

Implementation of equivalence class

We aim to give an implementation of EC that can eﬀectively support basic
operations on EC, and that can be extended to handle ECs distributed to multiple
sites. To this end, we implement EC in Algorithm 1 by combining the disjoint-set
forest data structure [7] with the linked list technique. Each EC is denoted by a
tree, whose nodes are cells in this EC. Since an EC is associated with a speciﬁc
attribute, each cell c is denoted by the tuple id of c in the tree. Slightly abusing
notation, we use c.id to denote the related tuple id of c.
(1) Initialization (Procedure Init). For each cell c, we build as its initial EC a
single-node tree T [c] with ﬁve ﬁelds: parent, rank, HTab, next and tail. parent and
rank are initialized to be c.id and 0 respectively, to be used by the union-by-rank
heuristics [7]. HTab is a Hash table, keeping distinct values and their related
counts, i.e., the number of cells having that value in this EC. Initially, we insert
an entry (c, 1) into HTab, with c as the key ﬁeld of the hash table; here c denotes
the value of cell c. next and tail are initialized to be NULL and c.id, respectively;
they link to the next cell following c and the last cell in the linked list.
Complexity. It takes O(|D| × m) time for the initialization phase, where |D| is
the number of tuples, and m is the number of attributes involved in FDs.

Algorithm 1: BuildEC
1
2
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

1
2

Procedure Init /* initialize EC for each cell c */
foreach cell c do
T [c].parent:= c.id; T [c].rank:= 0; T [c].next:= NULL; T [c].tail:= c.id;
insert (c,1) into T [c].HTab;
Procedure Merge(c1 , c2 ) /* merge two trees rooted at c1 , c2 */
if T [c1 ].rank < T [c2 ].rank then T [c1 ].parent := c2 .id ;
else if T [c1 ].rank > T [c2 ].rank then T [c2 ].parent := c1 .id;
else T [c1 ].parent := c2 .id; T [c2 ].rank := T [c2 ].rank + 1;
/* W. l. o. g., below we assume the tree rooted at c1 is attached to c2 . */
foreach (v,cnt1 ) in T [c1 ].HTab do
if T [c2 ].HTab has an entry (v,cnt2 ) then update it as (v,cnt2 + cnt1 );
else insert (v,cnt1 ) into T [c2 ].HTab;
T [T [c2 ].tail ].next:= c1 .id; T [c2 ].tail:= T [c1 ].tail;
Procedure Chase(T , T ′ )/* When two ECs T , T ′ on D are merged, deal with
the possible mergence of ECs on C, via X → C (D∈X). */
initialize set l (resp. l′ ) ← all cells (tuple ids) in T (resp. T ′ ); L := {(l, l′ )} ;
foreach B ∈ X\D do
List := L; L := ∅ ;
foreach (l, l′ ) ∈ List do /* join tuples from l, l′ on their ECs of B */
split it into set M :={(l1 , l1′ ),(l2 , l2′ ),. . . } such that l1 , l2 ,. . . (resp. l1′ ,
l2′ , . . . ) are non-emtpy disjoint subsets of l (resp. l′ ), and ∀t ∈ li ,
∀t′ ∈ li′ , F ind(t[B]) = F ind(t′ [B]) ;
L := L ∪ M ;
foreach (l, l′ ) ∈ L do
foreach t ∈ l, t′ ∈ l′ do /* t, t′ agree on all ECs of X*/
if F ind(t[C]) ̸= F ind(t′ [C]) then M erge(F ind(t[C]), F ind(t′ [C]));
Function Find(c)/* ﬁnd the root of the tree that T [c] belongs to */
if T [c].parent ̸= c.id then T [c].parent := Find(T [c].parent);
return T [c].parent;

(2) Merge equivalence classes (Procedure Merge). (i) Following [7], the unionby-rank heuristics is applied to union two trees rooted at c1 and c2 (lines 1-3).
Intuitively, it aims to always attach the tree with a smaller rank to the root
of the tree with a larger rank. When two trees have equal rank, we arbitrarily
choose one of them as the parent and increase its rank by 1. (ii) We maintain
HTab tables when merging two ECs (lines 4-6). (iii) Finally, we maintain the
linked list by attaching the list starting from c1 to the end of the list starting
from c2 (assuming the tree rooted at c1 is attached to c2 ). Note that we maintain
ﬁelds parent and next for all cells, but maintain other ﬁelds only for the root cell.
Complexity. It takes O(1) for (i) and (iii), and at most O(max(i, j)) for (ii),
where i, j is the number of entries in T [c1 ].HTab and T [c2 ].HTab respectively.
(3) When to merge ECs? As stated in Section 4, there are two cases: (i) two ECs
are merged when having same values in their HTab; or (ii) the mergence of ECs
on attribute D may lead to mergence of ECs on attribute C, when there exists
an FD X → C and D ∈ X. Case (i) requires similar operations on HTab as

(2)(ii). Case (ii) is much more subtle, since it involves FD reasonings. Procedure
Chase is provided for this case. Chase ﬁrst enumerates all cells (ids) in given ECs
(line 1); this can be eﬃciently done by following the next ﬁeld from the root
cell. Chase then joins tuples (ids) from two ECs based on their ECs on attribute
B ∈ X\D one by one (lines 2-6). This requires to ﬁnd the EC that a given tuple
belongs to (Procedure Find). Here, Find uses the path compression heuristics [7]
to shorten path to the root. Finally, Merge is called for each pair of t, t′ that
agrees on all ECs of X, and that does not agree on ECs of C (lines 7-9).
Complexity. We study the complexity of Chase. (a) It takes linear time in the
number of cells for line 1. (b) Hash join of set l with i tuples and set l′ with j
tuples on |X|-1 attributes takes at most (|X|−1)(i+j) Find operations. Note that
k ﬁnd operations on a tree of N nodes, can be performed on a disjoint-set forest
with “union by rank” and “path compression” heuristics in its worst-case time
O(kα(N )) [7]. Here α(N ) is the inverse Ackermann function, which is incredibly
slowly growing and is less than 5 for all remotely practical values of N . Hence,
α(N ) can be regarded as a constant. (c) It requires in its worst case i + j Find
and i × j Merge for lines 7-9, but quite rare in practice.
Example 5: Consider the EC on attribute city that t1 [city], t2 [city], t3 [city] belongs to. The data structure of this EC is shown in Fig. 2(b), with valid ﬁelds,
i.e., parent, next for all cells, and rank, tail, HTab for the root cell.

5.2

Distributed equivalence class for data repairing

We come to the distributed setting and start with the baseline algorithm, referred
to as DisBuild. In DisBuild, at each site partial ECs are built on the fragmented
relation, upon which global ECs are then built at some coordinator sites.
DisBuild follows the distributed computation model stated in Section 3. To
simplify presentation, we use remote function as a wrapper of some message
passings. At site Si , algorithm may call a remote function of the form Sj :
f (p1 , . . . , pn ), to be executed at another site Sj . Technically, to do so, algorithm
needs to send messages to site Sj by encoding f (p1 , . . . , pn ), and receives answers
via messages from Sj . There are two basic remote functions supported by all
sites. (1) r list(root) is to list all cells in the tree (EC) rooted at root; and (2)
r f ind(cell) is to ﬁnd the EC that cell belongs to. Since root, cell are tuple ids,
the site at which remote function is to be conducted, can be readily identiﬁed.
Algorithm. Algorithm DisBuild takes as input a set Σ of FDs and partial relation Di = σFi (D) at site Si . It ﬁnds a repair of D using ECs in four stages.
Without loss of generality, we suppose data are evenly distributed to all sites.
Stage 1: ECs are built on Di at site Si in parallel, by following Algorithm 1.
Stage 2: DisBuild merges ECs on the same attribute at diﬀerent sites when
they have same values in their HTab tables. To do so, (1) DisBuild heuristically
picks a coordinator site for each attribute A involved in Σ, denoted by S A . If
possible (the number of sites is larger than the number of attributes), DisBuild
assigns a coordinator to each attribute. Otherwise, DisBuild prefers to assign a
coordinator to each of LHS attributes of FDs, and shares coordinators among

attributes when necessary. (2) Site Si identiﬁes ECs at Si on attribute A. For
each such EC tree T rooted at cell c, Si sends (c.id, T [c].HTab) to S A . (3) For
each received (id, table) at S A , DisBuild builds as an EC a single-node tree T [c],
with (id, 0, table, NULL, id) as values for ﬁelds (parent, rank, HTab, next, tail),
respectively. We refer to ECs built in Stage 2 at S A as global ECs, while refer
to ECs built in Stage 1 as local ECs. Intuitively, DisBuild builds global ECs upon
roots of local ECs. (4) DisBuild identiﬁes global ECs with same values in HTab at
S A , and merges them following Merge in Algorithm 1.
Data shipment. For each EC, only its root cell (id) is shipped. The number of
entries of all HTab tables shipped from site Si to coordinator S A equals the
number of distinct t[A] values in fragment Di .
Stage 3: Triggered by mergence of global ECs at S A in Stage 2 and iteratively
in Stage 3, DisBuild conducts EC computations for all FDs of the form X→C
(A∈X) at S A , and informs coordinator S C (by message passing) to merge its
global ECs on C when required. This repeats until no change happens at any
site. To do so, DisBuild extends Chase in Algorithm 1, by obtaining data via
message passings (including remote functions). Speciﬁcally, (1) To fetch all cells
in a global EC rooted at r, DisBuild ﬁrst at the corresponding coordinator lists
all cells in this global EC, and then for each listed cell c, calls remote function
r list(c) to list all cells in the local EC rooted at c. (2) To ﬁnd the EC that cell
c belongs to, DisBuild ﬁrst calls remote function r f ind(c) to fetch the root r of
the local EC containing c, and then at the coordinator identiﬁes the root of the
global EC containing r. (3) Note that all cells in a local EC are at the same site,
so are related tuples. Therefore, DisBuild introduces a single message protocol to
fetch ECs that ti [B] belongs to, for all tuples ti containing cells in a local EC on
A and for all attributes B∈{C}∪X\A, when handling X→C (A∈X). Although
this may incur more data shipment compared to the approach that fetches data
when necessary, this avoids the overhead of multiple rounds of communication
and can be partly done in parallel with Chase.
Data shipment. All messages consist of only tuple ids. For a local EC with k cells
and an FD X → C, it requires to fetch at most k × |X| ids, with a single round
of communication. Note that for an FD A → C, i.e., FD with only one LHS
attribute, all tuples in the same local EC on A must be in the same local EC on
C; in this case, only one id is required to be obtained for C.
Stage 4: For each global EC, DisBuild identiﬁes its target value based on HTab
of the root cell, and in this global EC, identiﬁes local ECs with value(s) other
than the target value by their HTab collected in Stage 2. DisBuild informs sites
containing those ECs to modify cell values accordingly, to produce a repair of D.
Data Shipment. We need to ship one value for each local EC with value(s) different from the target value.
Example 6: (1) In Fig. 3(a), we show local ECs at site S1 , S3 and global ECs on
level after Stage 2. (2) For EC computation via FD title, level → salary in Stage
3, DisBuild lists all cells in the global EC, and identiﬁes ECs that ti [B] belongs
to, for i∈[1, 2, 4, 5] and B ∈ {title, salary}, by local computations and message
passings. This causes mergence of global ECs at the coordinator site for salary,

Fig. 3. Example of DisBuild

shown in Fig. 3(b). Here we suppose t4 is the root of the local EC containing
t4 , t5 at site S3 . (3) Finally, a target value is selected for this EC in Stage 4.
Suppose 80K is the target value, site S3 is required to be informed of this. 
Remark. (1) DisBuild distributes to multiple sites computations for (a) diﬀerent
fragments in Stage 1, (b) diﬀerent attributes in Stage 2 and 4, and (c) FDs with
diﬀerent LHS attributes in Stage 3. (2) DisBuild is a distributed implementation of data repairing technique with EC. Therefore, DisBuild is guaranteed to
terminate in ﬁnite steps and correctly ﬁnd a repair.
5.3

Optimization strategies

We next introduce two optimization strategies.
Fully distributed mode. A limitation of DisBuild is that it requires to visit coordinators for most operations. Alternatively, we present another approach that
fully distributes computations to all sites, denoted as FullDis. FullDis is based on
fully distributed ECs: upon mergence of ECs, related ﬁelds of ECs are modiﬁed
(excluding HTab) following Merge of Algorithm 1, with trivial data shipment.
After that, some cell may have cell at other site as its parent (similarly for tail
and next); this enables FullDis to tune basic operations. Speciﬁcally, by following parent, when r f ind(c) executed at site Si reaches a cell c′ at other site,
say Sj , FullDis in turn calls r f ind(c′ ) at Sj ; this continues until reaching the
site containing the root of EC that c belongs to. In this way, FullDis distributes
computations to more sites other than coordinators. Better, the path compression heuristics in Find helps reduce the number of sites to be visited. Similarly,
r list(r) is conducted by following next, possibly through multiple sites.
Example 7: As shown in Fig. 4(a), ECs on level at site S1 , S3 are merged to
form a distributed EC rooted at t1 . One can ﬁnd the root of this EC and list cells
in this EC by following ﬁelds parent, next, respectively.

More speciﬁcally, FullDis is also conducted in four stages, but diﬀers from
DisBuild in Stages 2-4, as follows.
Stage 2: When there are abundant sites, FullDis may employ multiple coordinators for attribute A, whose values are from an ordered domain. Given k as the
number of coordinators for A, FullDis works as follows. (1) As a preprocessing
step, FullDis mines some Di for values v1 < v2 < · · · < vk−1 as boundary values
to partition the domain of A. It then identiﬁes k coordinators S A (i)(i ∈ [1, k]),
and informs all sites of boundary values and coordinators. (2) At site Sj in parallel, for each EC on A rooted at cell r, FullDis ships r.id and σG(i) (T [r].HTab)
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to S A (i) when σG(i) (T [r].HTab) is not empty. Here σG(i) (T [r].HTab) is a horizontally partitioned fragment of T [r].HTab: (v,cnt)∈ σG(i) (T [r].HTab) if (i) i=1
and v < v1 , or (ii) i = k and v ≥ vk−1 , or (iii) i ∈ [2, k − 1], and vi−1 ≤ v < vi .
Note that roots of some ECs may be shipped to multiple coordinators, but each
with disjoint partial HTab tables. (3) Coordinators in parallel, merge collected
ECs based on HTab values, using the aforementioned distributed ECs.
Stage 3: FullDis employs sites other than coordinators, for EC computations via
FD. FullDis can delegate such tasks to any idle site, by sending it a message with
root ids of ECs that are merged. This site then identiﬁes involved FDs based on
LHS attributes, and fetches required data by visiting the distributed ECs.
Stage 4: FullDis employs more sites to determine target values for ECs. (1) Each
site Si in parallel identiﬁes ECs at Si whose root cell r is at other site, and ships
HTab table to the site at which r resides (HTab tables of ECs with the same
root are ﬁrstly merged locally). Recall that FullDis does not modify HTab when
merging ECs in Stage 2 and 3. (2) For ECs rooted at Si , Si determines target
values for them by considering local HTab and HTab received from other sites.
Remark. As veriﬁed by our experiments (Section 6), FullDis allows a higher
degree of parallelism than DisBuild in Stages 2-4. Indeed, even when we cannot aﬀord multiple coordinators for one attribute in Stage 2, distributing EC
computations to more sites in Stage 3 is proved to be very eﬀective by itself.
Build EC following dependency graph. Former approaches are eager in
that they perform mergence of ECs via FD as early as possible. This maximizes
parallelism but may incur unnecessary computation in certain cases. Consider
Example 1. t2 from site S1 and t4 , t5 from site S3 will be put into the same EC
on salary via FD title, level → salary. However, this is doable only when t2 , t4 , t5
are already in the same EC on title (level); the aforementioned EC computation
via FD may fail if it is conducted before ECs on title or level are merged. This
false negative is possible because DisBuild deals with ECs on title and level at
diﬀerent sites in parallel. Although DisBuild will successfully conduct mergence
of ECs eventually, we see it may incur unnecessary computations in the process.
We present an approach that may avoid some unnecessary computations, denoted as SerBuild. SerBuild serializes some EC computations via FD, by following
the dependency graph. As a preprocessing step, SerBuild builds dependency graph
at a selected master site Sm . In the graph, (a) each attribute or (b) each set of
attributes that are LHS attributes of a same FD, is treated as a (composite)
vertex, and there is an edge from LHS attribute(s) to RHS attribute for each

FD, and an edge from attribute A to each composite vertex containing A. As an

example, we show the dependency graph for Example 1 in Fig. 4(b).
At master site Sm , SerBuild identiﬁes edges (FDs) that start from composite
vertex, and that are not part of strongly connected components in linear time [7].
SerBuild diﬀers from DisBuild in Stage 3 when handling these FDs. Speciﬁcally,
for each of these FDs in the form of X → A, SerBuild performs mergence of ECs
on A via this FD only after mergence of all attributes B ∈ X. To do so, master
site Sm communicates with coordinators sites, to monitor the progress of EC
computation at those sites, and to guide some sites for the next step.
Remark. Through experiments (Section 6), we ﬁnd SerBuild avoids some unnecessary computations, without aﬀecting parallelism.
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Experimental study

Experimental setting. We use 8 machines (sites), each with 2.53GHz Intel
Xeon X3440 CPU, 4GB memory and Windows 7, connected by a local area
network. Each experiment was run 5 times and the average is reported here.
As noted earlier, our algorithms provide a distributed implementation of EC
technique and produce the same repair as the centralized approach. Since the
eﬀectiveness of EC in terms of repair quality is well demonstrated by former
works, we omit the results concerning repair quality, e.g., precision, here.
Data. (1) Real-life HOSP data is taken from US Department of Health & Human
Services. We obtain a relation having more than 200K tuples with 16 attributes
(https:// data.medicare.gov/data/hospital-compare) and design 8 FDs for it.
(2) Synthetic Person data combines the schema of Fig. 1 with that of the UIS
Database generator [3, 21]. We create a relation with 10 attributes, and populate
it using a modiﬁed version of the UIS Database generator.
Algorithms. We implement the following algorithms in Java: distributed repairing algorithm DisBuild, and optimizations FullDis and SerBuild. For comparison,
we also implement a naive approach Naive, which collects all tuples at a single
coordinator site, and then repairs data using centralized equivalence class.
All experiments are controlled by two parameters: (a) |D|: the number of
tuples; and (b) |S|: the number of (fragments) sites. We uniformly distribute |D|
tuples to |S| sites in all experiments.
Exp-1. Using HOSP data, we compare the performance of DisBuild against Naive.
Varying |S|. By ﬁxing |D| = 200K, varying |S| from 2 to 8, Fig. 5(a) shows
results of total data shipment. This comparison favors Naive, since shipments in
DisBuild are distributed among sites. We see the following. (1) Data shipments
of all algorithms increase with larger |S|, as expected. (2) DisBuild consistently
outperforms Naive. As stated earlier, most shipments in DisBuild consist of only
tuple ids, and for the most expensive part of shipment conducted in Stage 2,
DisBuild ships only distinct values in each fragment.
Fig. 5(b) shows the parallel time of all algorithms. DisBuild consistently outperforms Naive, and the gap increases as |S| increases; it takes less time for
DisBuild but more time for Naive with larger |S|. Note that Naive always takes
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Fig. 5. Experimental Results

the same time for EC computation at its coordinator, while more time for data
shipment with the increase of |S|. To further analyze the results of DisBuild, in
Fig. 5(c), we decompose its time into two parts: time for Stage 1, and time for
other stages. We see that the former time decreases while the latter one increases
as |S| increases, as expected. Speciﬁcally, DisBuild leverages more sites to significantly reduce the time for Stage 1 from 32 Sec. to 6 Sec., and the time for other
stages slightly increases from 4 Seconds to 6 Seconds.
Varying |D|. We then evaluate the scalability of algorithms with |D|. By ﬁxing
|S| = 8, varying |D| from 120K to 200K in 20k increment, Fig. 5(d), 5(e) show
the total data shipment and parallel time. As expected, the required shipments
and times of all algorithms increase as the data size increases. Compared to
Naive, DisBuild scales better with |D|, especially in the parallel time.
Exp-2. Using Person data, we compare DisBuild against Naive on large data sets,
in terms of parallel time. We use one more parameter |Σ| to vary the number
of FDs ∈ Σ. We set |S| = 8, |D| = 1,600K, |Σ| = 7 by default, and vary one
parameter in each of Fig. 5(f), 5(g) and 5(h), respectively.
Varying |S|. By varying |S| from 2 to 8, Fig. 5(f) conﬁrms our observations on
HOSP data. DisBuild outperforms Naive in reducing parallel time by 48% to 85%,
as |S| increases. We ﬁnd in DisBuild, the time for Stage 1 decreases from 301
Sec. to 68 Sec., and the time for other stages slightly increases from 8 Sec. to 14
Sec. (not shown in ﬁgures). The time for Stage 1 remains the dominant factor,
and can be eﬀectively optimized with the increase of |S|.
Varying |D|. Fig. 5(g) shows experimental results when |D| increases from 800k
to 2,400k, in 400k increment. We see that DisBuild scales well with |D|: its parallel
time increases from 38 Sec. to 135 Sec., as |D| triples.

Varying |Σ|. We increase |Σ| from 5 to 11, and report results in Fig. 5(h).
As expected, the increase of |Σ| has a negative impact on the running time.
Compared to Naive, DisBuild scales better. This is because DisBuild distributes
computations concerning Σ to multiple sites, both in Stage 1 and in Stage 3.
Exp-3. We compare FullDis against DisBuild. We use 8 machines and get a
vertically fragmented Person data with 7 attributes. We assign a coordinator to
each attribute, and use one additional machine as a worker site, to be used by
FullDis in Stage 3 for EC computation via FD. In this experiment, we report
parallel time of Stages 2-4; FullDis diﬀers from DisBuild in these states.
Varying |Σ|. We ﬁx |D| = 1,600K, increase |Σ| from 5 to 8, and report results
in Fig. 5(i). We see that FullDis outperforms DisBuild, and the gap widens when
|Σ| increases. Indeed, the time of FullDis is about [73%, 90%] of the time taken
by DisBuild. With the increase of |Σ|, we ﬁnd several sites become bottlenecks in
DisBuild: each of these sites is used as the coordinator for an attribute that is LHS
attribute of multiple FDs. These sites are required to conduct EC computations
for all related FDs in DisBuild, and hence take longer time than other sites.
FullDis avoids this by distributing such computations to other idle sites, e.g., the
worker site, or sites as coordinators only for RHS attributes of FDs. Combining
these with the fully distributed ECs, FullDis further improves parallelism.
Varying |D|. Fig. 5(j) shows experimental results when |D| increases from 800k
to 2,400k and |Σ| = 8. FullDis is faster than DisBuild and scales well with |D|.
Exp-4. We compare SerBuild against DisBuild using Person, by ﬁxing |S| = 8,
|Σ| = 7 and varying |D| from 800k to 2,400k. Among the 7 FDs, two of them
have multiple LHS attributes. We report results of Stage 3, since SerBuild diﬀers
from DisBuild in this stage. Fig. 5(k) shows that SerBuild requires less shipment
compared to DisBuild. All shipments in Stage 3 are conducted to fetch data for EC
computation via FD; this implies that SerBuild avoids some of the unnecessary
computations. Also note that there are small data shipments in Stage 3, since
only tuple ids are shipped. Fig. 5(l) shows parallel time (PT), and in addition,
shows total computation time (TT), which is the sum of computation times at all
sites. We ﬁnd SerBuild has similar PT as DisBuild, and more evidently, improves
TT by 5% to 8%. SerBuild avoids unnecessary computations at some sites, and
those sites proceed to other computations, without aﬀecting parallelism.

7

Conclusions

We have studied the complexity of distributed data repairing (with equivalence class), presented algorithms and optimizations for distributed repairing
based on EC, and experimentally veriﬁed our approach. We are currently experimenting with more real-life datasets, extending algorithms to support vertically
partitioned relations, developing distributed repairing techniques for more constraints, e.g., conditional functional dependencies [11].
Acknowledgements. This paper is supported by Shanghai technology innovation project 14511107403.
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